
 
 

Windows Telix Suite 
 

iTelixPlus update 1.6 

The new iTelix is better, faster, secure and easy to use 

It’s the perfect companion on the go 
 
 

We would like to thank Telix users for their positive comments and great ideas. The following are 

some of the notable features added with iTelixPlus update 1.6: 

 

 

• iTelixPlus will clearly mark outgoing messages to easily distinguish especially in 

mixed selections and search lists that contain both In/Out messages. 

 

• Tap the title at the top of the screen (i.e. Default) to refresh 

the messages without changing your position in the list.  

Drag down while at the top of the list, will also refresh your 

messages. 

 

• Tap & hold the title at the top of the screen (i.e. Default) 

for chronological order (i.e. older messages first). Tap & 

hold again for the usual recent messages first. Supported in 

your default list, selections and search results.  

 

• Quick search is relevant with the current message list 

you are viewing. While viewing Inbox, quick search will 

work with incoming messages only, while in Sent with 

outgoing messages etc. Using quick search in a Selection 

will search only in messages of the specific selection. 

Using quick search in the Default message list is not restricted and is similar to the search 

option of your iTelixPlus menu. 

 

• iTelix will take advantage of your device spelling check 

capabilities if these are enabled. Spelling errors are 

underlined and user may tap on the misspelled word for 

correction. Specific actions on how to handle spelling 

errors may vary between different devices. We suggest to 

take some time to familiarize with your specifics for 

spelling on your own device. 

 

• Predictive text may be a great time saver while writing your 

message or not sure about the exact spelling. Enable this feature 

from your device and iTelixPlus will take full advantage of your 

device capabilities about predictive typing.  

 

 



• Auto-Capitalization will be used by iTelixPlus if enabled in your device. iTelixPlus is using 

all your device features like Voice dictation, Predictive typing, auto-correct, spelling check, 

text formatting to assist you in creating quickly a correct email message. 

 

• Creating a new message will make available all To/CC/BCC fields to make it as easy as 

possible for the user. Just start typing and address book helpers will automatically suggest 

relevant recipients. Taping to the body of the message will minimize this area. 

 

• To conserve precious screen space, while writing your message, iTelixPlus will minimize the 

recipients and mark their count in a button. To reveal again all recipients just tap on the button 

(or anywhere in that area) to fully expand all recipients. 

 

 

 

 

 

• While viewing an incoming message, large lists of recipients will be minimized to make more 

screen space available and not obstruct users from viewing the actual message. In case there 

are minimized recipients their count will be marked in a button. Tap on the button (or 

anywhere in that area) to magnify the area, expanded with all recipients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

LgMAR is a software company founded by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and 

maritime business, to develop highly specialized software in the area of telecommunications. LgMAR 

is recognized as a leading company in communications software with several hundreds of 

installations and thousands of satisfied users. Clients are based mainly in Greece, but also in a 

number of other world regions (Europe, North and South America, Far East, Middle East) mostly in 

the Shipping related section (Ship Owners, Ship Managers, Ship Brokers, Ship Agents, Operators, 

Banks, Insurance Brokers, Manning Agents, Transport Companies, etc.) 

 

LgMAR Software 
19 Paradissou Str., 151 25 Maroussi, Athens, Greece 
Tel: (+30) 211 7708 711, 210 677 1130,  Fax: (+30) 210 6755 786 
Email: info@lgmar.gr    Web: www.lgmar.gr 


